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Covert and non-covert cellular interception
Rapid deployment
Extended operation up to 10 hours
Customizable to meet tactical and strategic needs
Silent operation
Low maintenance

Cellular Interception Vehicle
Covert and rapidlydeployed interception
of mobile voice & data

When

interception of mobile signals in sensitive security

zones is required, the YTS Cellular Interception Vehicle enables
both passive and active cellular interception of voice and data
communication traffic in an area of interest.

The YTS solution can be installed on any standard or 4X4 vehicle for highly covert on-the-move cellular
interception. The vehicle is inconspicuous in common road traffic, outwardly appearing as a private car,
service truck or other car. Camouflaged antennas are easily concealed by the vehicle’s roof rack or spoiler,
easily blending into urban surroundings. In rural settings, when covert operations are not required or longer
range interception is needed, a pneumatic mast ensures maximum effectiveness.

Key Features

Part of the YTS fleet of special operations vehicles, the Cellular Interception Vehicle harnesses 30 years of
surveillance experience in real-life operational scenarios. The vehicle can be tailored to meet the specific
tactical and strategic needs of each customer. YTS vehicles are in use by Israeli government and security

> Passive and active cellular interception

agencies, and in other law enforcement agencies around the world.

> 7-meter pneumatic mast (option)
> Independent energy solution
> Rechargeable battery bank

Covert and non-covert cellular interception

Customizable to meet tactical and strategic needs

Dual-mode solution
The Cellular Interception Vehicle can operate in
covert and non-covert modes. When covert, the
vehicle is fully camouﬂaged, while at the same time
enabling almost instantaneous operation from the
vehicle itself. When operating in a non-covert mode
– with a deployed pneumatic mast to increase the
Rechargeable battery bank and
Independent energy solution

range – the interception capabilities can be fully
operational in approximately 30 minutes via the
vehicle’s Quick Deploy System (QDS).
Fully customizable
As a systems integrator with hands-on expertise,
YTS delivers a completely tailored interception
solution to meet the operational needs of the
individual customer. The vehicle’s integration can be
completed in YTS facilities or on-site at the client’s
premises.
Standalone operation
Featuring continuous silent operation on
rechargeable batteries for ten hours, the vehicle’s
extended operation makes it a valuable asset in an
overall surveillance strategy.

Passive and active cellular interception
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